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NOTE: ONCE YOUR PROJECT TYPE IS SELECTED AND SAVED IT CANNOT BE CHANGED.

There are multiple ways to arrive at the project tab. In this example, we will add a new project from the Programs Tab, select Projects and “Add a New Project”
Click on the Programs Tab from your top ribbon and click on Project
Click on “Add a New Project”
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Fields in **Red** are required
NOTE: The Project must be created under the Program that will provide the funding for it.

Projects will be created by the Agency, Community College or University “Owner.”

For more information on adding a Project, Please see the “Adding a Project” Training Presentation
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Select the ‘Project Type’ Tab

Here you will enter information about the project which will be used to determine a Project Type, which in turn determines SCO’s oversight role, what type of P6 schedule will be required, if any, and which milestones will be required. Click on the “Institution and Cost” section to start the process.
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Applies to State Agencies and Community Colleges

NOTE: For State Agencies and Community Colleges, the Estimated Cost must be subdivided into 4 categories: Design Fee, Construction, Contingency, and Other.
NOTE: For UNC Institutions, the Estimated Costs must be subdivided into the 4 categories for projects estimated at more than $2M and so subject to SCO oversight. For projects estimated at less than $2M, the estimate may be entered in the 4 categories, or as a lump sum cost by selecting the appropriate radio button.
Enter the cost estimate for the entire project, regardless of the amount of funding that is available. For example, you may only have been authorized funding for advanced planning, but you will enter the estimated cost for the entire project here.
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Click on each successive section under ‘Attributes Determining Project Type’ and complete the required information:

State Debt would only be applicable if the funding was provided through State Debt (Bonds, Certificates Of Participation (COPS), Special Indebtedness, or R&R-Debt).
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*Check here only of this project will affect land owned or leased by the State of North Carolina

State Land – This will be applicable to most projects except for Community Colleges and some Foundation projects.
---

**Determining Project Type**

**Special Project Designation** – you already selected this when you created the project.
Special Oversight – This applies to a very limited number of projects, mainly DOT projects, that have a requirement for concurrent Federal oversight.
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Oversight Request – If the project would not require SCO oversight, but the Agency/Institution would prefer SCO to have oversight, it can be requested here. An example is if the estimated cost for a Community College project normally not subject to SCO oversight is $490,000, they could request SCO treat it as if it were over $500,000.
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When all of the entries have been made, the Project Type is determined and displayed along with the P6 Schedule Requirement, the SCO Role, and Milestones Required.
For More Training Presentations

Please visit our website at https://ncadmin.nc.gov/businesses/construction/interscope
And check out the Training Materials Section
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